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Description

[0001] This invention relates to industrial apparatus,
namely a pulveriser or grinding mill, in which pieces of a
material are pulverised into a finer particulate form. The
invention relates particularly, but not exclusively, to a mill
in which coal is pulverised into a powder form which is
conveyed to combustion apparatus e.g. of a power sta-
tion.
[0002] In particular the invention concerns a mill having
a lower grinding ring, which may be a part formed with
an annular depression. Grinding elements are sand-
wiched between the lower grinding ring and a top mem-
ber, which may have an annular depression facing an
annular depression in the grinding ring. The grinding ring
and the top member are moveable relative to one anoth-
er. The grinding ring and the top member are typically
ring-shaped; the terms "grinding ring" and "top ring" may
hereinafter be used.
[0003] Typically the required relative movement be-
tween the grinding elements and the lower grinding ring
is achieved by driving the grinding ring, while the top ring
is held against rotation. The grinding elements, which are
typically steel balls or rollers, are not driven. They may
be fixed in position, or free to precess.
[0004] The mill with which the invention is concerned
is of the type having a rotating port ring generally as de-
scribed in EP 0507983A. Such a port ring is provided,
between the periphery or circumference of the grinding
ring and an inclined liner (which may also be called a
skirt, or gusset) carried by the wall of the mill. There is
provided an annular passage or "throat", just outboard
of the grinding ring. Air flows upwardly through the port
ring. The port ring has inner and outer annular walls, be-
tween which there are a plurality of spaced-apart, in-
clined, vanes, separating openings through which air can
flow. The port ring rotates with the grinding ring and the
vanes impart a desired vector to the generally upwards
air flow.
[0005] Around its 360 degree extent the port ring may
define only openings and the through-thicknesses of the
vanes. That is to say there is in effect an annular passage
separated into individual openings only by the through-
thicknesses of the vanes.
[0006] The inner and outer annular walls of the port
ring are fixed. The gap between them, in which the vanes
are located, cannot be varied.
[0007] The size of the gap is selected to provide an
optimal air flow rate, which assures efficient advance-
ment of coal fines towards the combustion apparatus.
Control of air flow rate is of critical importance in a mill.
Too high an air flow rate for a given throughput gives an
increased risk that non-combustible materials may be
carried forward to the combustion apparatus, along with
desired coal fines. Too low an air flow rate, and the coal
fines are not all carried to the combustion apparatus,
leading to inefficient operation.
[0008] The rotating port ring is an excellent and suc-

cessful mill feature but it is not optimal with coal sources
which give rise to incomplete grinding; especially with
coal sources which contain inclusions of rock. In such
circumstances some unground pieces may be too big to
fall through the port ring, and back into the material to be
fed to the grinding zone, or scrapped.
[0009] Reference is also made to US 5,020,734 which
describes a pulverizer which has a rotary grinding table
having an air port unit formed as multiple segments re-
movably attached to the rotary table outer periphery and
containing air flow passageways.
[0010] In accordance with a first aspect of the present
invention there is provided a pulveriser mill having a ro-
tatable grinding ring, and a rotatable port ring around the
circumference of the grinding ring, wherein the port ring
defines, around its 360 degree extent, a plurality of open-
ings which are separated by lands, the openings permit-
ting air to flow from beneath the grinding ring to above
the grinding ring and the lands serving as obstructions
to the flow of air from beneath the grinding ring to above
the grinding ring, wherein the aspect ratio of the openings
(length divided by radial width) is in the range from 1:1
to 3:1.
[0011] Preferably the openings are wide. In the present
invention the openings being "wide" means that the open-
ings present a larger gap, in the radial direction, than
would be found in a corresponding prior mill not having
lands. To consider this, the summated area A of the open-
ings A1 in the mill of the present invention, separated by
lands, may be compared with the summated area B of
openings B1 of a notional port ring of the same diameter,
separated instead only by the through-thicknesses of
vanes, in a mill which is in all other respects the same
as said mill of the present invention. The ratio of A to B
is preferably in the range 0.7 to 1.3, preferably 0.9 to 1.1.
In other words the summated area is the same or similar.
Given the presence of the lands, the openings A1 must
be wider than the openings B1, for the summated area
A to be the same or similar to the summated area B.
Preferably the mean width of the openings A1 is from 1.1
to 3 times the mean width of the openings B1, preferable
from 1.5 to 2.5 times the mean width of the openings B1.
The total area available for air flow is thereby similar.
[0012] Preferably there is present a mill liner outside
the port ring, suitably carried on the inside wall of the mill,
as an annulus. The liner is typically a downwardly slanted
metal skirt or gusset.
[0013] Preferably the port ring is made wider than here-
tofore by decreasing the width of, or eliminating, the mill
liner.
[0014] Preferably the lands in total occupy at least 90
degrees of the 350 degree extent of the port ring, pref-
erably at least 120 degrees, preferably at least 180 de-
grees, most preferably at least 220 degrees.
[0015] Preferably the lands in total occupy up to 280
degrees of the 360 degree extent of the port ring, pref-
erably up to 260 degrees.
[0016] Preferably the openings in total occupy up to
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270 degrees of the 360 degree extent of the port ring,
preferably up to 240 degrees, preferably up to 180 de-
grees, and most preferably up to 140 degrees.
[0017] Preferably the openings in total occupy at least
80 degrees of the 360 degree extent of the port ring, and
preferably at least 100 degrees.
[0018] The aspect ratio of the openings may be defined
herein as the (mean) length divided by the (mean) width
in the radial direction. Preferably the aspect ratio is in the
range from 1:1 up to 2.5:1, most preferably from 1.2:1 up
to 2.1:1.
[0019] Suitably the openings are generally rectangular
(in which case the "length" is the straight length of the
opening; orthogonal to the radial width), or are arcuate,
preferably following the curvature of the circumference
of the port ring (in which case the "length" is measured
along the "hoop direction" thereof).
[0020] All measurements and definitions based there-
on given in this specification are made with reference to
the horizontal plane and/or as viewed from above in plan
view.
[0021] Preferably the port ring is co-rotatable with the
grinding ring. Preferably it is secured to the grinding ring
for rotation therewith and includes a plurality of spaced-
apart vanes. The vanes have upper and lower ends, and
are preferably oriented at an angle in the range of 20° to
40° relative to a vertical axis of the mill, in a manner such
that the lower ends lead, in the direction of rotation of the
grinding ring, and the upper ends trail. Preferably adja-
cent vanes are spanned by respective lands or are left
open. Preferably the openings and lands alternate,
around the port ring.
[0022] There is typically a running clearance outside
the port ring and this is a further opening available for air
flow. In one embodiment the area available for air flow
is the summation of the port ring openings and the run-
ning clearance; there are no further openings. When
there is a mill liner the running clearance is suitably be-
tween the mill liner and the port ring.
[0023] The prior port ring of EP 507983A exhibits sig-
nificant advantages over earlier pulveriser mill designs.
Most importantly, it provides for air flow upwardly through
the port ring in a manner such that the air flow is essen-
tially vertical (as opposed to predominantly spinning or
swirling movement obtained with some other apparatus).
With such apparatus the air flow provides excellent up-
ward transport of pulverised material (e.g., coal dust) with
minimum required air velocity, and with low tendency to
lift large particles.
[0024] However it is a limitation that unground pieces
of a certain size are not able to fall through the port ring.
Rather they may rest on the port ring and block the flow
of air.
[0025] The provision of wider openings, but with lands
between them, thereby to keep the overall air flow area,
and a mess flow rate similar, reduces this problem without
compromising mill operation. In fact, to our surprise, we
have found that the measures of the present invention

appear to lead to a general improvement in mill perform-
ance, going beyond the improvement in dealing with un-
ground pieces. We have no explanation for this other
than suggesting (without being bound by theory) that the
"injection" of distinct or isolated streams of air produces
a more effective air flow pattern above the port ring.
[0026] The openings defined herein may be spanned
by one or more members, for example cross-bars, and
in such cases for the purposes of the definitions herein
(e.g. angular extent, width, area, aspect ratio) the length
of an opening is regarded as the summation of the (mean)
span of the visible or unoccluded portions of the opening
in the lengthwise direction and the width of an opening
is regarded as the summation of the (mean) span of the
visible or unoccluded portions of the opening in the width-
wise direction; in each case when viewed from above in
plan. Preferably, however, the openings do not have any
such members. Preferably they are entirely unoccluded.
[0027] Preferably the openings in the port ring are
fixed. However the provision of the variable openings in
the port ring is not excluded. If the openings in the port
ring were variable (for example to change their length)
the embodiment is to be regarded as being in accordance
with the invention if there is one working configuration in
which a definition of the present invention is satisfied.
The fact that there may be other configurations in which
definitions of the invention are not satisfied is not material.
[0028] In one embodiment additional, variable, open-
ings are provided; that is, additional to the openings in
the port ring (whether themselves variable or, as is pre-
ferred, fixed).
[0029] Preferably each variable opening is closable.
Preferably each variable opening has a fully open con-
dition and a fully closed condition. Preferably each vari-
able opening has at least one condition in between, and
preferably a plurality, more preferably a continuum, of
conditions in between.
[0030] Preferably each variable opening is associated
with a closure or blanking part which may be moved so
as to change the condition of the variable opening. Pref-
erably each closure part is slid over or under its opening,
to change the effective area of the opening. Preferably
the variable openings are provided in an annular part
which is U-shaped in cross-section, and the closure part
is an annular part which is U-shaped in cross-section,
nested against (preferably nested beneath), and support-
ed in rotation by, the annular part containing the variable
openings. There may be one such closure part or more
than one, defining segments of the periphery of the grind-
ing ring.
[0031] The or each closure part may be controlled from
outside the mill. Suitably this may be done as a pulveriser
operation is under way. The or each closure part may be
moved by means of a control member, for example a
lever, push-pull member, worm and wheel, or rack and
pinion gear, the rack being connected to the closure part
and the pinion being connected to a control member, for
example a control wheel or handle, or control wheels or
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handles, on the outside of the mill.
[0032] The movement of the closure part(s) could be
powered by mechanical, electrical, pneumatic or hydrau-
lic means.
[0033] Preferably a plurality of variable openings is un-
der the control of a common control member.
[0034] Preferably each variable opening is provided on
a wider radius than the openings in the port ring. Prefer-
ably there is present a mill liner outside the openings in
the port ring, and the or each variable opening is provided
in the mill liner. As mentioned above the mill liner is typ-
ically a downwardly slanted metal annulus carried on the
inside wall of the mill.
[0035] Preferably each variable opening is rectangu-
lar, or is arcuate, and follows the curvature of the mill.
[0036] Preferably the variable openings are in an array
in the hoop direction; each opening preferably being an
arc of a circle, centred on the axis of the mill.
[0037] Preferably adjacent variable openings are sep-
arated in the hoop direction by a land at least as long as
the openings; preferably at least 1.1 times as long; and
preferably up to 2 times as long. Thus the variable open-
ings preferably occupy less than 180 degrees of the ex-
tent of the 360 degree extent of the mill; and preferably
occupy 60 to 160 degrees thereof.
[0038] The variable openings can be arranged evenly
around the 360 degree extent of the mill, or can be ar-
ranged in groups. For example they may be arranged in
three groups, the groups being separated by long lands.
With certain mills, which have fixed grinding rings, it is
not necessary to provide variable openings in the region
of the grinding rings; only in the regions between the
grinding rings.
[0039] Preferably the area of the variable openings,
when fully open, is at least 10% of the area of the port
ring openings (with the latter fully open, when they them-
selves are variable); preferably at least 20%, preferably
at least 30% and most preferably at least 40%.
[0040] Preferably the area of the variable openings,
when fully open, is up to 200% of the area of the port ring
openings (with the latter fully open, when they them-
selves are variable), preferably up to 100%, more pref-
erably up to 75%, most preferably up to 60%.
[0041] Thus, preferably when variable openings are
present they provide, when fully open, from 40 to 60%
of the area of the openings in the port ring (with the latter
fully open, when they themselves are variable).
[0042] The openings in the port ring preferably together
provide the major air flow area in the present invention.
Additionally there is air flow through the running clear-
ance. The variable openings, when present, are suitably
intended for "trimming" the performance.
[0043] The provision of variable openings, when
present, does not mean that the openings in the port ring
must be made narrower.
[0044] Reduction in area of the port ring openings may
be desirable but can be achieved by employing a design
of port ring with somewhat longer lands, and correspond-

ing shorter openings; and/or by reducing the running
clearance.
[0045] It is a limitation of the existing mill designs de-
scribed herein that when there is a need to change coal
throughput, air speed must be changed in order to main-
tain the correct air-coal ratio, and hence the optimal ve-
locity in the mill. When the air velocity is simply increased,
as may happen in existing mills, there is an increased
tendency to lift large pieces of mineral, and to advance
them to the combustion apparatus. On the other hand
when the air velocity is too low there is an adverse effect
on the coal particle size distribution in the ground material
advanced to the combustion apparatus, and consequent-
ly poor combustion. The provision of variable openings
as a preferred aspect of the present invention substan-
tially improves mill operation by permitting air velocity to
be held within suitable limits, even when there are large
changes in throughput.
[0046] The variable openings may be adjusted to vary
the air flow rate (i.e. to allow more, or less, air to flow in
a given time), but still at a desired air speed.
[0047] Operating the mill with the variable opening (s)
partly open or open to the maximum extent reduces the
requirement to increase the air speed.
[0048] Preferably the air speed is kept substantially
constant (e.g. 6 20% of the mid-value, preferably 6 10%)
during the method.
[0049] In accordance with a second aspect of the
present invention there is provided a method of improving
an existing pulveriser mill which has a rotatable port ring
located around the circumference of a rotatable grinding
ring of the mill (the port ring preferably being mounted
on the grinding ring for common rotation therewith), the
port ring having a plurality of spaced-apart vanes having
upper and lower ends, defining openings separated by
the through-thickness of the vanes, and the mill having
a mill liner mounted to the wall of the mill around the port
ring; wherein the method comprises:

the replacement of said port ring by a second port
ring, wherein the aspect ration of the openings
(length divided by radial width) is in the range from
1:1 to 3:1; and

the narrowing of the mill liner, or the replacement of
the mill liner by a narrower mill liner, or the removal
of the mill liner without replacement.

[0050] Preferred features of the second aspect are any
of the features defined as being necessary or desirable
features of the first aspect.
[0051] The invention will now be further described, by
way of example, with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic side sectional view of the grind-
ing part of a known pulveriser mill, in operational con-
dition;
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Fig. 2 is a schematic expanded side sectional view
of a side region of a similar known pulveriser mill;

Fig. 3 is a plan view from above of the region shown
in Fig. 2;

Fig. 4 is a schematic drawing showing the arrange-
ment of vanes and openings, in the region shown in
Figs. 2 and 3;

Fig. 5 is a plan view from above of a peripheral region
of a mill, illustrating the invention;

Fig. 6 is a side sectional view of a region of the mill
also shown in Fig. 5, showing the arrangement of
lands and openings, illustrating the invention;

Fig. 7 is a side section view of an edge region of a
mill, illustrating the invention, in a second embodi-
ment; and

Figs. 8A-8C are plan views, showing the side region
of the second embodiment in different stages of op-
eration.

[0052] Figs. 1-4 show a prior pulveriser mill generally
in accordance with EP 507983A. The mill has a driven,
lower steel grinding ring 2 (which is alternatively called
a grinding member, or a grinding wheel, in this art). Grind-
ing ring 2 has an upwardly-facing annular groove 4, in
which a plurality of grinding elements 6, e.g. steel rollers
or balls, are located. Above the grinding elements is lo-
cated a fixed (non-rotating) steel top ring 8, which has a
downwardly-facing annular groove 10, aligned with the
annular groove 4 of the grinding ring 2. Therefore the
arrangement is like a ball race, with the grinding elements
6 free to precess within the oppositely-directed grooves
4, 10.
[0053] This type of pulveriser mill is used in a highly
demanding environment, to crush coal into fines (pow-
der) to be combusted. The coal fines are carried upwardly
by an air current, towards the combustion apparatus.
[0054] Around the grinding ring 2 is a narrow throat 22
and in the throat 22 there is provided a port ring 24 (Fig.
2). This rotates as one with the grinding ring 2, to impart
a desired movement to the upwardly-directed air, which
carries the coal fines to the combustion apparatus.
[0055] The port ring 24 comprises a plurality of spaced-
apart vanes 26. The vanes 26 are welded between
spaced-apart support rings 28 and 30 which are inner
and outer circumferential walls of the port ring. Preferably
the inner and outer support rings 28, 30 of the port ring
24 are short sections of vertical concentric cylinders. The
vanes 26 are inclined. The angle of inclination of the
vanes is in the range of 20 degrees to 40 degrees from
vertical. Preferably the angle of inclination is 25-30 de-
grees. The upper ends of the vanes are tilted in a direction
opposite to the direction of normal rotation of the grinding

ring (that is to say, the tilt of the vanes is such that the
upper ends trail the lower ends when the grinding ring is
rotated). In Fig. 3 the top edge of a vane is indicated as
26a; 26b denotes the projection of the inclined frontal
face of a vane, visible from above due to the inclination
of the vane; and the lower edge of a vane is indicated as
26c. Inner support ring 28 may be secured to the periph-
ery of the grinding ring by means of bolts 32 or by welding,
for example.
[0056] An annular mill liner 34 extends downwardly
from the inside wall 35 of the mill body, to which it is
preferably secured, towards the upper and outer edge of
the port ring. Then the mill liner extends vertically down-
wardly to within about 1 cm of the upper edge of the outer
member 30 of the port ring. The angle of inclination of
the mill liner is typically between 30 degrees and 60 de-
grees, to the wall of the mill body (i.e. to the vertical).
[0057] Particles produced by the crushing or pulveris-
ing process are carried upwardly by means of air passing
through the port ring 22. Air flows upwardly in a nearly
vertical manner with minimal swirling or spinning. As a
result, the crushed particles are lifted upwardly in a
smooth and efficient manner.
[0058] The invention will now be described, by way of
example, with reference to the first embodiment of the
invention, illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6.
[0059] The overall arrangement is similar to that de-
scribed with reference to Figs. 1-4, in its grinding appa-
ratus, and in that a rotating port ring is provided. Like the
port ring described with reference to Figs. 1-4, the port
ring 124 has a series of vanes 126, mounted to the grind-
ing ring (not shown) at its circumference. The vanes are
mounted and inclined as described above, except that
they are not evenly spaced. Each vane is welded in place
such that the space 140 to one side of it is longer, in the
hoop direction, than the space 142 on the other side of
it. The longer spaces 140 are blanked off by blanking
plates or lands 144, welded to the upper edges of the
respective vanes 126, and to the upper edges of the sup-
port rings 128 and 130, over the spaces 140. Thus, only
the other spaces 142, forming fixed openings or ports,
and defined by the more closely spaced vanes, are avail-
able for the throughflow of air. In this embodiment the
ratio of the lengths of these spaces in the hoop direction
(space 140 to space 142) is approximately 1.5 to 1. It will
be apparent that more than one-half (in fact, about 215
degrees) of the annular extent of the port ring 124 has
been rendered unavailable for air flow - see Fig. 6 (about
145 degrees of the annular extent therefore being avail-
able for air flow).
[0060] A running clearance 145 is provided between
the port ring 124 and the mill liner 134. The running clear-
ance and the openings 142 together constitute the whole
of the area available for air flow.
[0061] It is highly desirable to keep air speed at an
optimum level and, at least approximately, to maintain
the available area for the throughput of air. To achieve
this the port ring 124 is made wider than has heretofore
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been the case - for example wider than the port ring
shown in Figs. 1 to 4. The port ring, and in particular the
openings in the port ring, are approximately 2.5 times as
wide as they would have been, had the lands not been
used, in this embodiment.
[0062] The result is a port ring which no longer provides
a narrow throat obtruded only by the through-thicknesses
of the vanes; it is a port ring which is considerably wider
than it would otherwise have been, but with alternate
openings covered by lands 144. The summated area
thereby provided for flow-through of air is thus similar,
for the mill of the present invention and the prior mill hav-
ing a narrower port ring without lands. This means that
large pieces of unground spoil, such as rock, can fall
through the port ring of Figs. 5 and 6, and back into ma-
terial to be fed into the grinding zone, or into scrap, in-
stead of accumulating on the port ring, as would have
happened before.
[0063] The widening of the port ring may be accom-
modated by the mill liner 134. When an existing mill, hav-
ing a mill liner, is modified, the mill liner may be narrowed
in-situ by removing a portion thereof in the mill; or the
original mill liner may be removed and a narrower mill
liner fitted in its place; or, in some cases, the mill liner
may simply be removed, without being replaced. When
a port ring/mill liner assembly is being fitted for the first
time (either to an existing mill without a mill liner or as
part of a newly constructed mill), a wide port ring and a
narrow liner may be used (relative to the port ring and
liner which would previously have been used).
[0064] The invention will now be described, by way of
example, with reference to the second embodiment
shown in Figs. 7 and 8A-8C.
[0065] The overall arrangement is similar to that de-
scribed with reference to Figs. 1-4, in its grinding appa-
ratus, and in that a rotating port ring is provided. Like the
port ring described with reference to Figs. 5 and 6, the
port ring 224 is mounted to the grinding ring 200 at its
circumference, and has a series of fixed openings 240,
each pair of adjacent openings being separated by a land
244, with each land spanning a pair of vanes 226 and
completely closing what would otherwise have been fur-
ther openings. A running clearance 245 is shown be-
tween the port ring 224 and the inclined mill liner 234.
The running clearance and the fixed openings together
constitute the fixed area available for air flow. However
it will be seen that in this embodiment the mill liner 234
is no longer a plain non-apertured annular sheet but has
a series of spaced-apart, additional openings 250, ar-
ranged in an annular array. Each opening is an elongate
rectangle (but in another embodiment could be an arc,
with the arcs being in a circular array, following the shape
of the mill liner 234.
[0066] A movable blanking part 252 beneath the mill
liner has openings 253 which may be moved into register
with the respective openings 250 in order to completely
close them (see Fig 8C); or may be moved totally out of
register with the respective openings in order to fully open

them (see Fig 8A) ; or may be moved to any position in
between (see Fig. 8B). Blanking part 252 is a sector of
a ring extending around the mill, close to the side wall,
beneath the mill liner 234. It has a shape which closely
conforms to the shape of the mill liner 234. It has vertical
side walls 254 which are supported by bearers 256.
[0067] In the embodiment of Figs. 7 and 8A-8C the
arrangement of variable openings 250 in the mill liner is
even all the way around the mill liner.
[0068] In this embodiment the movement to control the
variable openings 250 occurs under mechanical control.
A single control wheel 258 is mounted to the outside wall
260 of the mill. The wheel 258 is coupled to a shaft 262
which passes through the wall 260, and carries a pinion
gear 264. The pinion gear is in mesh with a rack 266
shown schematically in Figs. 8A-8C. The rack is mounted
to a blanking part which has wheels (not shown) and
which is mounted on a support track (not shown) such
that turning the wheel 258 advances or draws back an
annular band to bring each opening 250 to the same con-
dition. By means of the simple common control it is as-
sured that the air mass flow conditions around the mill
are the same. It would be undesirable in this embodiment
if certain openings were shut when others were open.
[0069] In this second embodiment the summation of
the area of the variable openings 250 when fully open is
approximately 50% of the summation of the area of the
fixed openings 240 in the port ring 224 and of the running
clearance 245 between the port ring 224 and the mill liner
234.
[0070] Provision of the variable openings 250 means
that air speed may be kept at an optimum level across a
wide range of airflow rates, and mass transfer rates.
[0071] In this second embodiment nested, generally
U-section, parts - the mill liner 234 and the blanking part
252 - are provided. The mill liner is fixed and the blanking
part is movable, to open/close the variable apertures 250.
The blanking part 252 is advanced or retarded by a spur
wheel and rack arrangement. In alternative embodiments
these could be any of a number of arrangements, for
example other mechanical arrangements e.g. worm and
wheel; pneumatic apparatus; hydraulic apparatus; and
electrical apparatus; in each case preferably controlled
from outside the mill.

Claims

1. A pulveriser mill having a rotatable grinding ring (2),
and a rotatable port ring (124) around the circumfer-
ence of the grinding ring (2), wherein the port ring
(124) defines, around its 360 degree extent, a plu-
rality of openings (142) which are separated by lands
(144), the openings (142) permitting air to flow from
beneath the grinding ring (2) to above the grinding
ring (2) and the lands (144) serving as obstructions
to the flow of air from beneath the grinding ring (2)
to above the grinding ring (2), wherein the aspect
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ratio of the openings (length divided by radial width)
is in the range from 1:1 to 3:1.

2. A mill as claimed in claim 1, wherein the lands (144)
in total occupy up to 280 degrees of the 360 degree
extent of the port ring (124).

3. A mill as claimed in claim 1 or 2 wherein the lands
(144) in total occupy at least 90 degrees of the 360
degree extent of the port ring (124).

4. A mill as claimed in any preceding claim wherein
there is a running clearance around the port ring
(124), the running clearance providing a further route
by which air can flow from beneath the grinding ring
(2) to above the grinding ring (2).

5. A mill as claimed in claim 4 wherein the total area
available for air flow from beneath the grinding ring
(2) to above the grinding ring (2) is the summation
of said openings (142) in the port ring (124) and the
running clearance.

6. A mill as claimed in any preceding claim wherein
there are provided additional openings (250) adja-
cent to the periphery of the grinding ring (2), the ad-
ditional openings (250) being variable and thereby
being able to permit air to flow from beneath the
grinding ring (2) to above the grinding ring (2) to a
variable extent.

7. A mill as claimed in claim 5 and 6 wherein the total
area available for air flow from beneath the grinding
ring (2) to above the grinding ring (2) is the summa-
tion of said openings in the port ring (124), the run-
ning clearance and said additional, variable, open-
ings.

8. A method of improving an existing pulveriser mill
which has a rotatable port ring located around the
circumference of a rotatable grinding ring (2) of the
mill, the port ring having a plurality of spaced-apart
vanes having upper and lower ends, defining open-
ings separated by the through-thickness of the
vanes, and the mill having a mill liner mounted to the
wall of the mill around the port ring; wherein the meth-
od comprises:

the replacement of said port ring by a second
port ring (124) wherein the aspect of the open-
ings (length divided by radial width) is in range
from 1:1: to 3:1; and
the narrowing of the mill liner, or the replacement
of the mill liner by a narrower mill liner, or the
removal of the mill liner without replacement.

9. A method as claimed in claim 8, wherein the ratio of
the summated area of the openings (142) of the sec-

ond port ring (124) to the summated area of said
openings of the port ring being replaced is in the
range 0.7 to 1.3.

10. A method as claimed in claim 8 or 9, wherein the
ratio of the mean width of the openings (142) in the
second port ring (124) to the mean width of the open-
ings of the port ring being replaced is in the range
1.5:1 to 2.5:1.

Patentansprüche

1. Pulverisiermühle, die einen drehbaren Mahlring (2)
und einen drehbaren Port-Ring (124) um den Um-
fang des Mahlrings (2) hat, wobei der Port-Ring (124)
an seiner 360°-Ausdehnung mehrere Öffnungen
(142) definiert, die durch Stege (144) getrennt sind,
wobei die Öffnungen (142) den Strom von Luft von
unterhalb des Mahlrings (2) nach oberhalb des Mahl-
rings (2) ermöglichen, und die Stege (144) als Hin-
dernisse für den Luftstrom von unterhalb des Mahl-
rings (2) nach oberhalb des Mahlrings (2) dienen,
wobei das Seitenverhältnis der Öffnungen (Länge,
geteilt durch radiale Breite) im Bereich von 1:1 bis
3:1 liegt.

2. Mühle nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Stege (144) ins-
gesamt bis zu 280° der 360°-Ausdehnung des Port-
Rings (124) beanspruchen.

3. Mühle nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Stege
(144) insgesamt mindestens 90° der 360°-Ausdeh-
nung des Port-Rings (124) beanspruchen.

4. Mühle nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche,
wobei es einen fortlaufenden Freiraum um den Port-
Ring (124) gibt, wobei der fortlaufende Freiraum für
einen weiteren Weg sorgt, über den Luft von unter-
halb des Mahlrings (2) nach oberhalb des Mahlrings
(2) strömen kann.

5. Mühle nach Anspruch 4, wobei die Gesamtfläche,
die für den Luftstrom von unterhalb des Mahlrings
(2) nach oberhalb des Mahlrings (2) verfügbar ist,
gleich der Summe der Öffnungen (142) im Port-Ring
(124) und dem fortlaufenden Freiraum ist.

6. Mühle nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche,
wobei weitere Öffnungen (250) neben der Peripherie
des Mahlrings (2) zur Verfügung stehen, wobei die
zusätzlichen Öffnungen (250) variabel sind und da-
durch Luft von unterhalb des Mahlrings (2) nach
oberhalb des Mahlrings (2) in einem variablen Um-
fang strömen lassen.

7. Mühle nach Anspruch 5 und 6, wobei die Gesamt-
fläche, die für den Luftstrom von unterhalb des Mahl-
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rings (2) nach oberhalb des Mahlrings (2) verfügbar
ist, gleich der Summe aus den Öffnungen im Port-
Ring (124), dem fortlaufenden Freiraum und den zu-
sätzlichen, variablen Öffnungen ist.

8. Verfahren zum Verbessern einer vorhandenen Pul-
verisiermühle, die einen drehbaren Port-Ring um
den Umfang eines drehbaren Mahlrings (2) der Müh-
le hat, wobei der Port-Ring mehrere mit Abstand an-
geordnete Flügel hat, die obere und untere Enden
haben, welche die Öffnungen definieren, die durch
die Durchgangsdicke der Flügel getrennt sind, und
die Mühle eine Mühlenauskleidung hat, die an der
Wand der Mühle rund um den Port-Ring befestigt
ist; wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Ersetzen des Port-Rings durch einen zweiten
Port-Ring (124), wobei das Seitenverhältnis der
Öffnungen (Länge, dividiert durch radiale Breite)
im Bereich von 1:1 bis 3:1 liegt; und
Verschmälern der Mühlenauskleidung oder Er-
setzen der Mühlenauskleidung durch eine
schmalere Mühlenauskleidung oder Entfernen
der Mühlenauskleidung ohne Ersetzen.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, wobei das Verhältnis
der Flächensumme der Öffnungen (142) des zwei-
ten Port-Rings (124) zur Flächensumme der Öffnun-
gen des Port-Rings, der ersetzt wird, im Bereich von
0,7 bis 1,3 liegt.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8 oder 9, wobei das Ver-
hältnis der mittleren Breite der Öffnungen (142) im
zweiten Port-Ring (124) zur mittleren Breite der Öff-
nungen des Port-Rings, der ersetzt wird, im Bereich
von 1,5:1 bis 2,5:1 liegt.

Revendications

1. Broyeur pulvérisateur ayant un anneau de broyage
rotatif (2) et un anneau à orifices rotatif (124) autour
de la circonférence de l’anneau de broyage (2), l’an-
neau à orifices (124) définissant autour de son éten-
due de 360 degrés une pluralité d’ouvertures (142)
qui sont séparées par des méplats (144), les ouver-
tures (142) permettant à l’air de s’écouler depuis le
dessous de l’anneau de broyage (2) jusqu’au dessus
de l’anneau de broyage (2) et les méplats (144) ser-
vant d’obstructions à l’écoulement d’air depuis le
dessous de l’anneau de broyage (2) jusqu’au dessus
de l’anneau de broyage (2), le rapport de forme des
ouvertures (longueur divisée par la largeur radiale)
étant de l’ordre de 1:1 à 3:1.

2. Broyeur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les mé-
plats (144) occupent au total jusqu’à 280 degrés de
l’étendue de 360 degrés de l’anneau à orifices (124).

3. Broyeur selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel
les méplats (54) occupent au total au moins 90 de-
grés de l’étendue de 360 degrés de l’anneau à ori-
fices (124).

4. Broyeur selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel il existe un jeu autour de
l’anneau à orifices (124), le jeu fournissant un che-
min supplémentaire par lequel l’air peut s’écouler
depuis le dessous de l’anneau de broyage (2) jus-
qu’au dessus de l’anneau de broyage (2).

5. Broyeur selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la sur-
face totale disponible pour l’écoulement d’air depuis
le dessous de l’anneau de broyage (2) jusqu’au des-
sus de l’anneau de broyage (2) est la somme des-
dites ouvertures (142) dans l’anneau à orifices (124)
et du jeu.

6. Broyeur selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel il est prévu des ouvertures
supplémentaires (250) adjacentes à la périphérie de
l’anneau de broyage (2), les ouvertures supplémen-
taires (250) étant variables et pouvant par consé-
quent permettre à l’air de s’écouler depuis le des-
sous de l’anneau de broyage (2) jusqu’au dessus de
l’anneau de broyage (2) dans une mesure variable.

7. Broyeur selon les revendications 5 et 6, dans lequel
la surface totale disponible pour l’écoulement d’air
depuis le dessous de l’anneau de broyage (2) jus-
qu’au dessus de l’anneau de broyage (2) est la som-
mes desdites ouvertures dans l’anneau à orifices
(124), du jeu et desdites ouvertures supplémentaires
variables.

8. Procédé pour améliorer un broyeur pulvérisateur
existant qui présente un anneau à orifices rotatif si-
tué autour de la circonférence d’un anneau de broya-
ge rotatif (2) du broyeur, l’anneau à orifices ayant
une pluralité d’ailettes espacées ayant des extrémi-
tés supérieure et inférieure, définissant des ouver-
tures séparées par l’épaisseur traversant des ailet-
tes et le broyeur ayant un revêtement de broyeur
monté sur la paroi du broyeur autour de l’anneau à
orifices ; le procédé comprenant :

le remplacement dudit anneau à orifices par un
deuxième anneau à orifices (124), l’aspect des
ouvertures (longueur divisée par la largeur ra-
diale) étant de l’ordre de 1:1 à 3:1 ; et
le rétrécissement du revêtement de broyeur, ou
le remplacement du revêtement de broyeur par
un revêtement de broyeur plus étroit, ou l’enlè-
vement du revêtement de broyeur sans rempla-
cement.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 8, dans lequel le rap-
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port de la surface sommée des ouvertures (142) du
deuxième anneau à orifices (124) à la surface som-
mée desdites ouvertures de l’anneau à orifices rem-
placé est de l’ordre de 0,7 à 1,3.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 8 ou 9, dans lequel
le rapport de la largeur moyenne des ouvertures
(142) dans le deuxième anneau à orifices (124) à la
largeur moyenne des ouvertures de l’anneau à ori-
fices remplacé est de l’ordre de 1,5:1 à 2,5:1.
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